
 

 

Island Architects, a 15-person high-end residential architectural firm in San Diego, is seeking an 
entry level intern architect with 1 – 3 years of experience for immediate hire. 

This position provides an opportunity to work in a collaborative design environment as an integral 
part of two to three person project teams. Daily responsibilities include compiling schematic 
presentations, completing construction drawings and details, and assisting with permitting and 
construction coordination. Applicants should have a B.Arch or M.Arch; previous internship 
experience in an architectural office, particularly experience with traditional/classical work is highly 
encouraged. Applicants should be fully proficient in Revit and experienced with Adobe Photoshop, 
Sketchup, and Microsoft Office. The ideal candidate will also have confident hand-drawing & 
rendering skills including sketching, pencil drafting, Prismacolor markers, and/or watercolor. 
Written communication skills are especially important for the emerging professional, alongside 
demonstrated examples of excellent time-management and enthusiasm for creative problem-
solving. 

Island Architects has developed a highly-regarded design reputation and takes on high-quality 
projects throughout California and Hawaii. We design in a broad palette of styles, from traditional 
California vernacular to clean-line contemporary, and are consistently attentive to a fluid plan, 
refined spaces, neighborhood context and scale, and appropriate detailing. We are heavily 
involved from design through construction, including interiors development.  

Located in the center of La Jolla, the temperate climate allows us to eat lunch outside nearly the 
entire year. Our family-like studio environment nurtures professional and personal growth with 
opportunities for increased responsibility as you gain experience. Both design principals and all 
upper-level staff are licensed architects and encourage staff to pursue this goal. Island offers 
competitive salaries, benefits, and a profit-sharing plan. 

Interested applicants should send a cover letter describing their qualifications and interest in 
joining our team, along with a resume and portfolio samples, to our studio admin Gabrielle 
Zybelman (gzybelman@islandarch.com). 

 

 

 

 


